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ABSTRACT 

A leading plan-do check-act (PDCA) is a four-step management model (Deming circle), used in business 

for continues improvement of processes and products. However, Dr. Deming declared in his 4-Days with 

Deming in the UK in 1990, before he passed away that what he told the Japanese in the 1950’s was really 

meant to be ‘Try’ instead of ‘Do’ (Ho, 2019).  Unfortunately, Japanese did not have the word ‘Try’ at 

that time.  Hence the mistake was made as ‘Do’.  Therefore, in effect, it should read “PTCA”.  This study 

will apply Four-building blocks approach and PTCA model as measurement model to conceptualize the 

outcome-based learning of creativity in classroom. Previous study in Paradigm shift of creativity 

explored the classical and family of creativity from 1950 to 2010. The nature of creativity are classified 

as three operational domain in cognitive, affective and psychomotor in educational theory. The new 

operational framework will be developed to explain the assessment of students' creativity in regular 

classroom across the major programme. The theoretical framework and psychometric property of 

assessing creativity in PDCA will be created. The literature of this study reveals the implication of 

multidimensional construct of creativity and provide insight of applying PTCA model for student-centered 

classroom. The continuous improvement of assessment students' creativity for career development will be 

reported.  
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1.  Introduction 
 

This is a conceptual paper to explore the conceptual and operational framework to measure the creativity 

of liberal students in a student centred-classroom in China. Creativity has been described as the most 

important human ability, which contributes to economic growth from as a significant sector and a 

meaningful contributor to national gross domestic product to support the creative economy of the 21st 

century (Creative Economy Outlook, 2018). Possessing creativity seems to be a distinctive process which 

adds value to the creative workforce who have been graduation at tertiary education. Over the past seven 

decades, the assessments of creativity of individual students in classroom were almost impossible to carry 

out in traditional tertiary education. 

 

Following the historical movement of creativity research by searching the keywords “Creativity” and 

“Assessing Creativity”, there is an increasing amount of research literature, investigating the nature of 

creativity and assessing creativity. Reviewing the published literature on creativity, there is a lack of 

instruments for an objective measurement or approach explained the impacts of measuring the creativity 

of liberal arts students in classroom especially in China. Therefore, there is a need for the educational 

purpose to develop the measurement framework for understanding the students’ creativity in the context 

of an international liberal college in China. This study aims to design an integrated approach (PTCA 

model and Four-building Blocks approach) in measuring creativity and solve the existing difficulties of 

reliability and validity when measuring the learning outcomes of creativity in classroom.  

 

The difficulties in measuring creativity in tertiary education have been discussed (Lau, 2010). Three 

researchers (Lau, Ng & Lee; 2009) and design educators from a leading design school in Asia noted that a 

systematic and deliberate design creativity training has not yet been implemented in any design education 
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programme in tertiary education in Hong Kong. Therefore, measuring creativity in tertiary education in a 

systematic way without bias seems to be a challenging goal. 

 

Applying creativity in tertiary education is never structured like the outcome-based learning curriculum 

nowadays, prevalent in most of the government-funded institutes. Unfortunately, the learning outcome of 

creativity is a myth to most of the design educators or in higher education. The learning outcomes is little 

focus on creativity in assignments or in graduation requirements. The nature of creativity, an 

unobservable ability, has never been explored with systematic scoring rubrics in tertiary education. 

Learning to be a creative tertiary student seems an impossible goal in outcomes-based learning. This 

study will explore two systematic approaches, the PTCA method and Four-building Block approach 

(Wilson, 2005) to explore the conceptual framework in measuring an individual student in the classroom 

of liberal arts college.  

 

Expectation 

The possible implication of the new measurement framework will enrich an in-depth understanding of 

measuring creativity through objective measurement supports a paradigm shift of changing the creativity 

education in liberal arts students in China. 

 

 

2. What PTCA can do in classroom?  
 

The PTCA method is being used and reported for iterative development of an intervention. The original 

description by Deming (1986) was related to the manufacturing of products or process development cycle. 

Then, Langley (1996) adapted the PTCA for use in healthcare contexts. In 2004, Speroff and O’Connor 

further extended the PTCA method is analogous to scientific methodology.  

 

Key Features of the Measurement Framework 

In order to create to the four new scales (creative cognitive knowledge, creative affective commitment 

and creative psychomotor) from creative outcomes in classroom, the research design of the present study 

adopted the Plan-Do-Check-Action model and the Four-building Blocks (PTCA-4Bs) approach to 

develop a new conceptual and operational framework for three new scales from creative cognitive 

knowledge, creative affective commitment and creative psychomotor. The psychometric properties of the 

scales development are supported by Classical Test Theory (CTT). The main goal for developing the 

PTCA-4Bs measurement framework is to transform contemporary concepts in educational measurement, 

definitions of creativity and educational theory through the traditional classroom practice into 

psychometric scales development in students-centred assessment scales. The developed scales transform 

the creative cognitive process dimension, creative affective commitment and creative psychomotor into 

validated classroom assessments. 

 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

The new operational framework will be developed to explain the assessment of students' creativity in 

regular classroom across the major programme. The theoretical framework and psychometric property of 

assessing creativity in PTCA will be created. The literature of this study reveals the implication of 

multidimensional construct of creativity and provide insight of applying PTCA model for student-

centered classroom. The conceptual framework and operational framework for continuous improvement 

of assessment students' creativity scales (Leung, 2017) for career development will be discuss under the 

Deming PTCA Cycle (Ho, 2019) and Four-building Blocks approach (Wilson, 2005). The students are 

expected to apply their creative cognitive knowledge, creative affective commitment and creative 

psychomotor into creative outcomes as students-centred creativity scales.  
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